
Designed to control a DMX512 lighting bus from the Vantage system•	

Can be operated as a DMX transmitter and as a DMX receiver •	

simultaneously

Received DMX data are merged with user generated DMX levels to be •	

retransmitted at DMX OUT

Control your light fixtures with the Vantage interfaces such as keypads, •	

touchscreens, motion sensors, timers, ...

Max. DMX addresses: 512•	

Any DMX channel 1-512 can be set to any level by selecting “only •	

lighting procedure” in the InFusion DesignCenter Software

Fade times can be changed in DC procedure•	

DMX INTERFACEPOINT

The Vantage DMX InterfacePoint makes it easy to integrate

DMX systems in the Vantage Infusion System. It allows

homeowners full control over there DMX controlled light

fixtures with the Vantage system keypads, touchscreens,

motion sensors, timers etc.

Every device to be controlled by DMX has to have a unique

“address”. It is this “addressing” feature of DMX that enables 

it to work. The DMX address of a device is configurable 

manually or with third party software.

It also allows the devices on the network to ignore data 

that aren’t meant for them by examining the destination 

addresses of DMX instructions and only acting if the address 

matches their address. Each device is connected in a daisy-

chain fashion and the last device on the chain must be fitted 

with a terminator.

Interface set-up in Infusion Design Center software

Product Highlights

Integration Modules



DMX InterfacePoint 

Specifi cations

 3.8” x 2.4” x 0.9”

 113mmx83mmx31mm

Model DMX-INTFPOINT

Weight       350g

Colour Silver Grey

Serial Connection DB9 Female

Power Supply 100- 240 VAC

 9-14VDC 250mA included

Maximum DMX Addresses 512

Level Control 0-100%

Max. cable length DALI signal 300

DMX Connection 5 pin XLR connectors

General Specifi cations

Dimensions, HWD
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